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Emily, Jenny, & Lovey - Body
Pattern and Assembling
Instructions

Emily, Jenny
Portrait & Lovey
by Dianna Effner

GENERAL INFORMATION
Please read through the instructions
carefully before beginning.
Cut pattern carefully on bold line being sure to cut out all
pieces. Mark darts and pattern “dots” on wrong side of fabric
unless otherwise indicated. All seam allowances are 1/4”
unless otherwise stated. If you wish to save the original pattern, use vellum or tracing paper for pattern pieces.

MATERIALS LIST
Armature
30” of number 10 gauge TW stranded cable (can be
purchased at some hardware and electrical supply
stores)

Cut out all pattern pieces. You will have:
2 body front pieces
2 body back pieces
4 arms
1 leather or felt lining for shoulder plate

Polyester fiberfil
Fired and painted porcelain arms and legs
Low temp glue gun
Long blunt tool (chop stick etc.)

Cut leather or felt lining piece and shape to fit cupped neck
indentation. Trim leather to fit snugly without overlapping
seam. Glue lining securely and set shoulder plate aside to
dry.

Exacto knife or other sharp blade for stripping plastic casing from cable
Wire Cutters
Cloth Body
1/3 yd. of 38" wide heavy weight muslin
3 inch square piece of soft
lightweight leather or felt
Thread to match
20 gauge copper wire
Polyester fiber-fil
16" of 1/4" twill tape
Fray Check
Needle nose pliers
Water soluble marker or pencil
Craft glue such as Velverette
20mm head connector (Emily)
1/8” elastic cord (Jenny & Lovey)

A Body Front
B Body Back
C Arm

Eyes & Wigs
Use 10mm or 12mm eyes*
Use 7”-8” or 8”-9” wigs**

*eye sizes may vary depending on the slip used.
** wig sizes may vary depending on the slip used and the
wig manufacturer.
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Armature Construction
Cut two 14 1/2” lengths of 10 gauge wire. Strip the casing
from a four inch section as shown. (fig. 1)
Twist the two lengths together as shown to form the central
“spine” of the armature. (fig. 2)

5 1/2”

Bend limbs at “shoulders” and at “hips” checking the shape
against the diagram provided (see insert). Trim if necessary.
3 3/4”

Leaving armature over diagram, slip fired and blushed arms
and legs into position. Check against diagram to see if wires
are cut to proper length. If any part is too long, set aside the
porcelain piece and trim away some of the wire. Check against
the diagram until everything is in correct alignment and proportion.

5 1/4”

With armature and legs in standing position (fig. 3), firmly
pack polyester fiber-fil inside leg cavity. Be sure to pack tightly
around armature. Keep armature centered in leg cavity. Stuff
to within 1" of leg rim. Fill remaining cavity with low temp
glue, being careful to glue beneath leg rim and around armature
beads. Keep armature centered in leg cavity.

(fig. 1)

Fill each arm with low temperature glue. Check once more
against diagram for correct length of arms and legs. (fig. 4)

(fig. 2)

Body
Stitch darts in body back pieces. Bring dotted line to solid line
of leg tuck. Stitch from the wrong side on dotted line. Turn
pleat allowance toward center back.
Lay body back pieces right sides together. Stitch center back
seam. Clip curves.
Lay body front pieces right sides together. Stitch center front
seam. Clip curves. Matching the notches on the lower legs,
stitch side seams from dot to bottom of leg openings.
Matching center seams, stitch inseam.

(fig. 3)

Keeping body shell inside out, slip feet into leg openings as
shown. Pull leg openings up to the top of porcelain legs where
the groove is located.
Line up outside and inside leg seams of the body shell with the
sides of the porcelain legs. Align wire casing mark on leg
openings with the groove in the porcelain.
Cut a 7-8” piece of 20 gauge copper wire. Position the wire
around the leg opening so that it lays in the groove. Secure by
twisting ends of the wire together tightly with needle nose pliers. Cut wire off leaving a 1/2” tail. Bend tail flat against leg.
Repeat for opposite leg. (fig. 5)
Turn body shell right side out over legs and wire armature.
Stuff body shell with polyester fiberfill. Pack stuffing around
wire armature keeping wire in the center of the doll’s body.
Stuff an extra wad of stuffing in the derriere area between the
back dart and the leg tuck.
When you reach the “shoulder” portion of the wire armature,
spread a layer of stuffing over the shoulder tops. Do not overstuff as this will not give a firm foundation for the shoulder
plate to rest on.

(fig. 4)
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(fig. 5)

Fold edges of the body shell in and around the arm
openings. Folding raw edge under, lap the front body
fabric over the back and slip-stitch in place by hand
with needle and thread.
(see figures 6 & 7)
Arms (Emily)
Sew two pairs of arm pieces together on stitch lines to
make two arms. Leave arms inside out. Slip porcelain
arm into fabric shell.
Align underarm seam with a point directly above the
thumb. (Note arrows fig. 8)

(fig. 6)

(fig.7)

Cut a 4” piece of 20 gauge copper wire. Align casing
line with groove in porcelain arm. Secure by twisting
wire tightly. (fig. 9)
Stuff arms with polyester fiberfill, taking care to keep
the armature wire well padded and in the center of the
arm.
Turn raw edge under as you slip-stitch arm to body by
hand with a needle threaded double. (fig. 12)
Arms (Lovey)
Make casing for each arm by folding 3/8” on the “cuff”
and stitching. Insert copper wire as shown in fig. 10.
With right sides together, sew side seam between dots
leaving remainder of seam open so it will fit over porcelain hand. Finger press along fold lines. Set aside.

(fig. 9)

(fig. 8)

Slip cloth arm over armature. Glue and wire into place.
The seam should line up with the palm, as shown in fig.
11. Twist wire with pliers to secure. Stuff arm with
poly-fil, packing it evenly around the wire armature.
Blind stitch to close seam and hide wire. Sew into
place on body, as shown in fig. 12. Repeat for opposite
arm.
Attaching the Shoulder Plate and Head
See Jenny Painting Instructions when using either
Jenny Head.
Attach head to lined shoulder plate with head connector
of your choice.

(fig. 11)
(fig. 10)

Cut 4 - 3" strips of 1/4" twill tape. Thread through
shoulder plate holes. Position shoulder plate on body
and pin in place (fig. 13). Stitch twill tape with heavy
duty thread.
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(fig. 12)

(fig. 13)

Portrait Arms
Trace arm piece onto muslin fabric, be sure to trace the diamond shaped dart along with the two side darts. With right
sides together fold arm piece in half (point to point on diamond shape dart) Stitch on traced line, this will form your
elbow. fig. 14

figure 14

Open arm piece and fold top down right sides together and
matching raw edges, stitch both side darts fig. 15. Open arm
piece again and fold in half. With right sides together and
matching raw edges stitch inner arm seam.

figure 15

All Porcelain Body Stringing Instructions

Note: In the greenware stage, drill 2 holes in top of head, approx 1/4” to allow for shrinkage in firing.

After completion of all painted parts, cut small half circles of leather or felt. Glue around holes in legs,
arms and neck sockets so the pieces won’t gring against each other.

Fill arms and leges 3/4 full of polyfill. Fill remaining portions with “Durhams” Rock Hard Putty, set
hooks and let stand about 8 hours to be sure your putty is completely dry. After all hooks are set you
may begin to string your doll.

Cut 30 inches of 1/8” elastic. Start by folding in half and thread through holes in head, through body
cavity and out through each leg socket.

Feed elastic through hook in left leg and back through leg socket and out through right leg socket.
Feed elastic through hook in right leg, pull both ends of elastic tightly and tie off. Cut off excess elastic.

For stringing arms, cut 20” of 1/8” elastic. Feed through hook in left arm and thread both pieces
through chest cavity and out right arm socket. Thread one piece of elastic through hook in right arm
and pull both pieces of elastic tightly - tie off and cut off excess elastic.

